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FLORIAX CAJORI
February 28, 1859-August 14, 1930
IN the death of I'rofessor Florian Cajori the world has lost one
of the best-known of its recent historians of science, not merely
in the domain of mathematics but in the contiguous domains of
physics, geodesy, and to a certain extent astronom}-.
Not onl}' was he a writer of books, but he was an indefatigable
contributor to scientific journals in this country and abroad. The
number of these journals and of his monographs is impressive and
his numerous articles will long be looked upon as material from
which historians will draw .
Born in Switzerland, coming to this countr}- at the age of six-
teen, educated at the University of A\'isconsin ( W. S., 1883 ) and
Johns Hopkins (1884-1885), he began his teaching as assistant
professor of mathematics at Tulane l'niversit\- in 1885, continuing
at Colorado College (1889-1918). In 1918 he was called to the
University of California as professor of the histor\- of mathematics,
doubtless the first man in the world to h(jld this title and be given
the ])rivilege of devoting all of his time to the subject. It was a
great opportunity and the appointment was fully justified in the
twehe acti\e years that remained.
As to his work in these institutions, as to the academic honors
bestowed upon him (Ph. D., Tulane, 1894; LL. D., University of
Colorado, 1912, and Colorado College, 1913; Sc. D., Wisconsin,
1913), and as to his membership and official positions in various
learned societies it is not possible, in the space here allowed, to
speak in detail. Suffice it U) say that his work was faithfull\ per-
formed and the honors were worthil}- bestowed. Standing as the
leading historian of mathematics in this countr}-, his loss will be
deeply felt bv all who knew him, whether personally or through
his contributions to the subjects of his maior interest.
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questions of all sciences: the history of the sciences, mathematics, astronomy, geology, physics,
chemistry, biology, psychology and sociologji
IS THE ONLY REVIEW that by means of enquiries among the most eminent scientists and
authors of all countries (On the philosophical principles of the various sciences; On the most junda-
mental astronomical and physical questions of current interest; On the contrtbutton that the mie.r-
ent countries have given to the development of various branches of knowledge; On the more impor-
tant biological questions; On the great economical and sociological tnternattonal questions studies
all the main problems discussed in intellectual circles all over the world, and represents at the same
. time the first attempt at an international organization of philosophical and scientific progress.
IS THE ONLY REVIEW that among its contributors can boast of the most illustrious men of
science in the whole worid. A list of more than 350 of these is given in each number.
The articles are published in the language of their authors, and every number has a supplement con-
taining the French translation of all the articles that are not French. The review is thus com-
pletely accessible to those who know only French. (Write for a free copy to the General Secretary
of "Scientia,'" Milan, sending 12 cents in stamps of your country, merely to cover packing and
postage.)
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SCIENCE PROGRESS owes its origin to an endeavor to found a scientific journal
containing original papers and summaries of the present state of knowledge m all
branches of science. The necessity for such a journal is to be found m the fact that
with the specialization which necessarily accompanies the modern development of
scientific thought and work, it is increasingly difificult for even the professional man
of science to keep in touch with the trend of thought and the progress achieved m
subjects other than those in which his immediate interests lie. This difficulty is felt by
teachers and students in colleges and schools, and by the general educated public inter-
ested in scientific questions. SCIENCE PROGRESS claims to have filled this want.
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